**YEAR 12 – Macroeconomics 2019-2020**

**HT 1 (3rd September – Friday 25<sup>th</sup> October, 2019 - 8 weeks)**
- **Wk1**: The objectives of government economic policy
- **Wk2**: Macroeconomic indicators
- **Wk3**: Uses of index numbers
- **Wk4**: The circular flow of income
- **Wk5**: The determinants of aggregate demand
- **Wk6**: Aggregate demand and the level of economic activity
- **Wk7**: Market Mechanisms/Market Failure
- **Wk8**: HT 1 (HOLIDAY)

**HT 2 (4<sup>th</sup> November – 20th December 2019 - 7 weeks)**
- **Wk10**: Aggregate demand and the level of economic activity
- **Wk11**: Aggregate supply
- **Wk12**: Aggregate Demand/Aggregate Supply Analysis
- **Wk13**: Economic growth and the economic cycle
- **Wk14**: LC1
- **Wk15**: HT 2 (HOLIDAY)
- **Wk16**: Economic growth and the economic cycle
- **Wk17**: HT 2 (HOLIDAY)

**HT 3 (6<sup>th</sup> January – 14<sup>th</sup> February 2020 - 6 weeks)**
- **Wk18**: Inflation and deflation
- **Wk19**: Economic growth and the economic cycle
- **Wk20**: Monetary policy
- **Wk21**: Monetary policy
- **Wk22**: Inflation and deflation
- **Wk23**: Trial Exam
- **Wk24**: The balance of payments on current account
- **Wk25**: Conflicts between policy objectives
- **Wk26**: Monetary policy

**HT 4 (24<sup>th</sup> February – 3rd April 2020 - 6 weeks)**
- **Wk27**: Prelim prep/course to date revision
- **Wk28**: Fiscal policy
- **Wk29**: Supply-side policies
- **Wk30**: The balance of payments on current account
- **Wk31**: Conflicts between policy objectives
- **Wk32**: Monetary policy

**HT 5 (20<sup>th</sup> April – 22nd May 2020 - 5 weeks)**
- **Wk33**: Market Mechanisms/Market Failure
- **Wk34**: Prelim prep/course to date revision
- **Wk35**: Market Mechanisms/Market Failure
- **Wk36**: Govt Intervention/Govt Failure (Micro)
- **Wk37**: HT 5 (HOLIDAY)
- **Wk38**: Trial Exam
- **Wk39**: HT 5 (HOLIDAY)

**HT 6 (1st June – 17<sup>th</sup> July 2020 - 7 weeks)**
- **Wk40**: Market Mechanisms/Market Failure
- **Wk41**: Prelim prep/course to date revision
- **Wk42**: Market Mechanisms/Market Failure
- **Wk43**: Govt Intervention/Govt Failure (Micro)
- **Wk44**: HT 6 (HOLIDAY)
- **Wk45**: Trial Exam
- **Wk46**: HT 6 (HOLIDAY)

**What does this year contribute towards?**

This scheme contributes to the completion of Year 1 and partial completion of Year 2 content required to complete the A level course.